
Year 2  

English  

 Write a letter to your Year 3 teacher(s) telling them a little bit about yourself—

you can even put it in an envelope and post it to school for your teacher to re-

ceive in September! 

 Write a diary entry about your favourite day in Year 2: remember to use past 

tense and try to include as many sentences types as you can. 

 

Reading 

 Read at least 3 books on Oxford Owl, using 

your login in your book.  

 Do some paired reading with an adult or     

older sibling. Let them read a page, then you, 

or sometimes read a page together.  

 Design a new front cover for the book you are 

currently reading.  

 

Creative - All things bright and beautiful 

 Find out how plants and flowers transport water by        

creating a ‘rainbow of flowers’. Carefully place the 

stems of white carnations (or plants with pale petals) in 

coloured water (use food dye) and watch what          

happens! Take a picture at 2 minute intervals to show 

how the dye is travelling through the plant. Explain what 

you have observed in simple scientific vocabulary. 

 Learn an action rhyme such as Here We Go Round the 

Mulberry Bush joining in with words and actions. Create 

new lyrics that inform others how to plant a seed or bulb. 

Before starting, sequence the process making              

suggestions about actions to use for each verse. 

 Create a Rainforest in a Jar at Home. You will need: a 

large, clear mason jar (so you can see inside), a few 

flower or vegetable seeds, 1/2 cup of potting soil, 1/4 

cup of water, small piece of sandpaper. Optional: A 

piece of moss (collect your own). Carefully pour the soil 

into the jar. Pour the water into the jar so that the dirt 

gets nice and moist. Rub the seeds with the sandpaper 

(gently!) to aid water absorption. Drop your seeds and 

moss sample into the jar. Place your terrarium in a sunny 

location. 

 Make maps and plans to design a fantasy garden,  

thinking about which plants and flowers they would 

grow there. Alternatively, create a fantasy ‘fairy garden’ 

or ‘gnome home’ in a wooden box or outside using: 

grass and twigs, dried mosses, painted toadstools, 

matchstick fencing or painted stones and shells. 

Maths  

 Follow this link: https://www.mathsisfun.com/timestable.html  and complete 

the times tables quizzes for the 2, 5, 10, 3 and 4 times tables.  

 Follow the link and have a go at some of the times tables games: https://

www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/5-7-years/times-tables  

 Use your times tables facts to solve the division calculations (on the next 

page). 

Remember to check Purple 

Mash for   2Do activities set by 

your teacher. 




